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            Abstract
Machine learning (ML) holds great promise for impacting healthcare delivery; however, to date most methods are tested in â€˜simulatedâ€™ environments that cannot recapitulate factors influencing real-world clinical practice. We prospectively deployed and evaluated a random forest algorithm for therapeutic curative-intent radiation therapy (RT) treatment planning for prostate cancer in a blinded, head-to-head study with full integration into the clinical workflow. ML- and human-generated RT treatment plans were directly compared in a retrospective simulation with retesting (nâ€‰=â€‰50) and a prospective clinical deployment (nâ€‰=â€‰50) phase. Consistently throughout the study phases, treating physicians assessed ML- and human-generated RT treatment plans in a blinded manner following a priori defined standardized criteria and peer review processes, with the selected RT plan in the prospective phase delivered for patient treatment. Overall, 89% of ML-generated RT plans were considered clinically acceptable and 72% were selected over human-generated RT plans in head-to-head comparisons. RT planning using ML reduced the median time required for the entire RT planning process by 60.1% (118 to 47â€‰h). While ML RT plan acceptability remained stable between the simulation and deployment phases (92 versus 86%), the number of ML RT plans selected for treatment was significantly reduced (83 versus 61%, respectively). These findings highlight that retrospective or simulated evaluation of ML methods, even under expert blinded review, may not be representative of algorithm acceptance in a real-world clinical setting when patient care is at stake.
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                    Fig. 1: Proposed framework for the safe translation and clinical validation of ML in a specific clinical scenario.[image: ]


Fig. 2: The end-to-end conventional RT treatment-planning process.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Clinical study results.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Atlas selection for ML-based RT treatment planning.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Deidentified blinded RT plan review raw data used to conduct the retrospective and prospective analyses have been included in the original submission and can be made available upon request to T.G.P. Requests for the raw images and associated Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine data used to train the model should be directed to T.G.P.

            

Code availability

              
              The automated planning algorithm28,29,30 is available and distributed with the ML-based RT treatment-planning software module in RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories).
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Machine learning model training and ML RT treatment planning.
The ML model training pipeline consists of four phases: (i) Feature Extraction: relevant features from the CT images and delineated anatomy are extracted; (ii) Atlas Regression Forest (ARF) training: one ARF for each patient in the training database is trained; (iii) Accuracy Estimation: a cross-validation that measures the accuracy of each ARF in predicting dose for all patients in the training database; (iv) Atlas Selection Learning: trains a Random Forest model to predict ARF accuracy for each training patient as a function of differences between observed feature distributions. ML RT treatment planning for a novel patient follows an analogous path in five steps: (i) Feature Extraction; (ii) Atlas Selection: uses the trained selection model to find the best atlases; (iii) Probabilistic Dose Prediction: estimates the probability of different dose values per voxel across the entire image set; (iv) Conditional Random Field Spatial Dose Optimization: infers the dose-per-voxel that fits a predicted overall distribution of dose;(v) Dose Mimicking Optimization: creates a physically deliverable treatment from the prediction.


Extended Data Fig. 2 RT treatment plan evaluation schema for study.
a, Study design: 100 consecutive eligible prostate cancer patients were included in the study. The first 50 patients (simulation phase) were treated using standard human-generated RT plans. ML-generated RT plans were compared retrospectively to the human-generated RT plan by the corresponding treating physician under blinded review. For the following 50 patients (deployment phase), ML- and human-generated RT plans were reviewed upfront, and the treating physician selected the RT plan under blinded review that was used for patient treatment (ML or human). The ML treatment planning strategy was not applicable for 3/50 patients and 7/50 patients for the simulation and deployment cohorts, respectively. b, Simulation phase RT plan evaluation results and c, Deployment phase RT plan evaluation results are shown. During blinded plan review and direct head-to-head comparison treating physicians were asked to use their clinical judgement to select the most clinically appropriate RT plan (â€˜Selectedâ€™) and which RT plan they believed they were selecting (â€˜Perceivedâ€™). An independent consensus review determined the RT plan with quantitative metrics most consistent with the established clinical practice guidelines (â€˜Quantitatively Superiorâ€™) (Extended Data Figs. 5; and 6).


Extended Data Fig. 3 Feasibility study results.
a, The proof-of-concept feasibility phase of the study was conducted to assess the clinical applicability of the ML model following technical validation. Blinded reviews of ML- and human-generated RT plans were done by three expert reviewers (nâ€‰=â€‰17 cases, 51 reviews). The reviewers evaluated both quantitative and qualitative metrics as well as overall clinical acceptability for each pair of RT plans independently. Overall, the number of clinically acceptable ML- and human-generated RT plans was equivalent, with ML RT plans typically demonstrating better target coverage and organ sparing compared with human RT plans. Qualitative metrics (dose conformity to target, dose falloff towards rectum, dose symmetry laterally) were used to evaluate the spatial appearance of RT plans. Human RT plans performed better on isolated qualitative metrics, according to the reviewers. b, The reviewers also conducted a head-to-head comparison of the ML- and human-generated RT plans for each patient. Across all reviews, ML RT plans were deemed superior in 38 reviews (74.5%), equivalent in 3 (5.9%), and inferior in 10 (19.6%). In 15 of 17 (88.2%) cases the ML RT plans were rated as equivalent or superior to the human RT plan by majority rule across the three reviewers. Based on these results, all genitourinary treating physicians at our institution agreed to transition the entire genitourinary site group to the simulation and deployment phases for clinical validation.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Blinded re-test simulation phase results.
Re-test of clinical judgement (selected RT plan) for the ML applicable cases in the simulation phase (nâ€‰=â€‰47) per treating physician. Four physicians did not change any selected plans on second review, two treating physicians (2 and 6) changed one selected RT plan from human to ML, and one treating physician (3) changed two selected RT plans from ML to human. As a result, there was no net change in RT plans selected across all treating physicians for the simulation evaluations, demonstrating high observer judgement reproducibility with re-test.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Metrics for quantitative RT treatment plan consensus review.
Clinical practice guidelines include quantitative RT treatment plan objectives represented by upper and lower bounds for treating targets (circles) and upper bounds where dose is to be minimized to spare organs (down arrows) to be achieved for all RT treatment plans. For example, the objectives specify that 99% of the Planning Target Volume is to receive greater than 57 Gray (Gy; or 95% of the prescribed dose), and 50% of the Rectum and Bladder volumes are to receive less than 38 Gy (or 63% of the prescribed dose). These objective metrics were used by three independent expert reviewers to establish the consensus â€˜Quantitatively Superiorâ€™ RT plan between ML- and human-generated RT plans based on adherence to clinical practice guidelines. The dosimetric data shown (colourwash) corresponds to a ML-generated RT plan for one patient in the deployment phase.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Quantitative dosimetric results according to plan evaluation metrics from clinical practice guidelines.
Results for simulation (nâ€‰=â€‰50) and deployment (nâ€‰=â€‰50) phases for both ML- and human-generated RT plans for guideline criteria corresponding to each target and organ. Colored box plots display the median (central bar) and mean (â€˜xâ€™) values with the interquartile range (IQR; lower and upper hinge), and the whiskers define the 1.5xIQR; outliers are defined as any point that exceeds 1.5xIQR and represented with a circle. Due to small number of cases in which optional Small and Large Bowel were delineated, the individual data points are depicted with a hollow circle. Statistical equivalency between ML- and human-generated RT plans in the simulation and deployment phases was assessed using independent two-one-sided t-tests (TOST), with asterisk (*) denoting the distributions found to be not equivalent. The overall performance of the specialized RT planning therapists, as measured by quantitative metrics, did not change between simulation and deployment despite the introduction of a potential replacement technology, except for the maximum dose to the penile bulb (pâ€‰=â€‰0.161). The penile bulb RT treatment planning objective, which also increased for the ML RT plans between simulation and deployment (pâ€‰=â€‰0.196), is considered acceptable if below the 60 Gy objective and rarely drives clinical decisions. The quantitative metrics for ML RT plans were equivalent between simulation and deployment except for the rectum 30% volume < 47 Gray (Gy) objective (pâ€‰=â€‰0.092), although the mean value for both simulation (34.2 Gy) and deployment (37.6 Gy) were both well below the objective and lower than the mean value for the human RT plans (40.0 Gy and 42.6 Gy, respectively). Note: no statistical test for equivalence was performed for Small Bowel and Large Bowel due to insufficient number of cases in which these optional organs were delineated.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Example clinical presentations for scoring quantitatively superior RT plans.
Axial CT images of pelvis showing target and relevant organs of example cases from the deployment phase. Left: a quantitatively superior ML RT plan selected by the treating physician in which the ML RT plan had lower rectum and bladder doses compared with the human RT plan of 26.4% and 11.7%, respectively. Middle: quantitatively inferior human RT plan selected in which the ML plan had lower rectum and bladder doses compared with the human RT plan of 2.8% and 3.5%, respectively. Right: quantitatively inferior ML RT plan selected, in which the ML RT plan had higher rectum dose compared with the human RT plan of 14.7% but a lower bladder dose of 8.0%. Overall, in the deployment phase, 24/26 (92%) of ML RT plans selected by the treating physician were also quantitatively superior, while 7/17 (41%) of the selected human RT plans were quantitatively superior (not shown).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Distribution of atlas distances.
Atlas distances, an indication of similarity between the novel patient and training set atlases were compared between simulation (nâ€‰=â€‰50) and deployment (nâ€‰=â€‰50) phases of the study. Three atlas distances are automatically generated by the ML treatment planning process. a, The â€˜spatial distanceâ€™ is calculated based on the spatial dose distribution and dose-volume frequency distribution over the entire patient. b, The â€˜prior distanceâ€™ combines the dose-per-voxel probability distribution with dose-volume frequency distributions for each target and organ. c, The â€˜dose mimicking distanceâ€™ is derived from the per-voxel magnitude adjustment necessary to create the final clinically deliverable RT plan from the predicted dose. The three atlas distances were not different between the simulation and deployment phases of the study. This suggests, from an ML perspective, that the patients in the two study phases were similarly comparable to the patient training database for ML-generated RT plans between the two phases.
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